OSHA TRAINING INSTITUTE EDUCATION CENTERS
Safety and Health Program Course Offerings

Where do I begin?

OSHA #7500—Introduction to Safety and Health Management
This course addresses the four core elements of effective safety and health management systems using classroom discussion and workshops to enhance students' abilities to develop, implement, and evaluate an effective safety and health management system for their workplace.

Collect the Information You Need

OSHA #7505—Introduction to Incident (Accident) Investigation
The course is ideal for those involved in conducting accident and/or near-miss investigations and focuses on reasons for conducting accident investigations, employer responsibilities related to workplace accident investigations, and a six-step procedure for conducting investigations.

OSHA #7845—Recordkeeping Rule Seminar
A good first step to improve workplace safety is to make sure that you are collecting all the necessary data. These data can help you answer questions such as when, where, and how workers are being injured. Who is getting injured? Are there trends in the nature, frequency, or type of injuries? This course provides students with everything they need to know to effectively collect, analyze, and report workplace accident and injury information.

Industry-Specific Course Offerings

OSHA #7510—Introduction to OSHA for Small Businesses
This course is ideal for owners and managers of small businesses and provides an introduction to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the OSH Act. Course topics include an introduction to OSHA standards, the inspection process, and implementing a safety and health program.

OSHA #510—Occupational Safety and Health Standards for the Construction Industry
This course provides the foundation, review, and analysis of OSHA standards, policies, and procedures. Students will be able to identify those hazards that occur in the construction industry, define construction terms, and describe the use and application of the OSHA construction standards.

OSHA #511—Occupational Safety and Health Standards for General Industry
Upon course completion students will have the ability to define general industry terms found in the OSHA standards, identify hazards which occur in general industry, locate and determine appropriate OSHA general industry standards, and describe the policies and procedures to supplement an ongoing safety and health program.
OSHA #5410—Occupational Safety and Health Standards for the Maritime Industry
Students will be able to define maritime terms, identify hazards in the maritime industry, determine appropriate controls and abatement, locate OSHA standards, and describe the use of the OSHA maritime standards, policies, and procedures to supplement an ongoing safety and health program.

OSHA #6005—Collateral Duty Course for Other Federal Agencies
This course is intended for federal agency collateral duty safety and health personnel and provides the fundamentals to effectively assist agency safety and health officers with inspection and abatement efforts. Students will have the ability to identify hazards that occur in general industry, determine appropriate standards and regulations for federal agencies, and locate OSHA general industry standards, policies, and procedures and describe their use.

OSHA TRAINING INSTITUTE EDUCATION CENTERS
Find Training on Safety and Health Program Topics

OSHA Training Institute Education Centers offer training opportunities focused on the core principles of safety and health programs, including conducting effective incident/accident investigations, recordkeeping, and tools for small businesses. The Centers also provide industry-specific trainings tailored for general industry, construction, and maritime industries. In cases where you are seeking to address more specific workplace hazards or strategies, you can also search from nearly 50 other course titles, some also presented in Spanish.

The OSHA Training Institute (OTI) Education Centers are a nationwide network of non-profit organizations authorized by OSHA to deliver occupational safety and health training for all levels of workers. The OSHA OTI Education Centers offer multiple courses focused on the elements of solid safety and health management systems, and it is easy to find the training opportunity nearest you.